Now, with the addition of optional 100 HP Turbo and Four Wheel Drive, the HYDRO POWER 180 is the ultimate in large capacity mowing performance. Mow up to 17 acres/hour with the HYDRO POWER 180 hydraulically powered deck system — three individual decks cover up to 198” cut.

The 100 HP Turbo-charged Cummins diesel engine offers added power on demand — no need to slow ground speed while mowing in dense turf conditions. The extra power also provides a top quality cut and excellent clipping distribution.

The Four Wheel Drive allows increased production in areas previously inaccessible to large rotary mowers. Superior traction and hill climbing ability are available with just the flip of a switch.

The Variable Speed Eaton Transmission (204 HP rated) affords the operator complete ground speed control. The operator can set the mowing speed to meet individual mowing conditions and not be restricted by a two-range system as on some competitive models.

The Two Stage Snowblower and Heated Cab provide year-round versatility. The HYDRO POWER 180 just leaves the competition behind when it comes to performance.